


We Are Community

◦ Proudly we have been teaching under this 

banner for over two decades.

◦We are Nevada’s ONLY, ALL 5-star 

reviewed training and shooting facility.

◦We feel we are truly the ultimate 

destination for all-round safety and 

education!



In this Community

◦We're all about community first at 

Nevada Firearms Academy and Range. 

◦Through blood drives, Diva's Day Out 

events, cigar samplers with the Elks 

Lodge, Boy Scouts of America, and local 

radio shows focused on education and 

so much more, we strive to give back to 

our Northern Nevada roots. 





Children’s Education

◦ At Nevada Firearms Academy and Range, it's our mission 

to provide comprehensive safety training, and that 

includes our very own 'Avoid, Deny, Defend' class 

specifically designed for children. We understand the 

importance of teaching our youth how to stay safe in a 

variety of situations, and this class has been meticulously 

crafted to do just that. 

◦ But that's not all we offer for our younger learners. We 

also provide traditional firearms safety classes for 

individual children and for Boy and Girl Scouts. These 

classes are designed to instill a deep respect for firearms 

and their proper handling, ensuring that each child 

understands the importance of safety when it comes to 

firearms. We believe that education is key in preventing 

accidents, and these classes help to foster a safe 

environment for everyone.



Women's 
curriculum
◦ We understand that women might have 

unique concerns and needs when it 
comes to firearms safety and self-
defense. That's why we offer courses 
designed specifically for women, taught 
by experienced female instructors who 
provide a supportive and comfortable 
learning environment. 

◦ Our women's training programs cover 
everything from basic firearms safety to 
advanced shooting techniques and self-
defense strategies. We believe in 
equipping women with the knowledge 
and skills they need to feel confident 
and secure.



Medical Training
◦ At Nevada Firearms Academy and Range, we believe in 

equipping our community with lifesaving skills, which is 

why we offer Tactical Emergency Medical Support (TEMS) 

and Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) training and 

“stop the Bleed. These programs are designed to teach 

individuals how to respond effectively in emergency 

situations, providing crucial care until medical 

professionals arrive. Our experienced instructors guide 

participants through a range of scenarios, teaching them 

how to handle everything from minor injuries to severe 

trauma. We're proud to offer these valuable resources to 

our community, contributing to a safer environment for 

all.

◦ We believe everyone should have this knowledge, and 

we're proud to provide this crucial training to our 

community.



Nevada Archery 
Academy

◦ At Nevada Firearms Academy and Range, 

we also offer a fantastic archery 

experience through our other company 

Nevada Archery Academy. Here we have 

17 lanes of 20-yard archery, perfect for 

children and families. 

◦ We believe in providing safe and 

adventurous activities for families, so 

we've created leagues where families can 

have fun, learn new skills, and enjoy the 

thrill of competition. It's a great way to 

spend quality time together while 

learning a timeless sport!



Train the Trainer

◦ We offer 'Train the Trainer' programs 

through two prestigious organizations, the 

United States Concealed Carry Association 

(USCCA) and the National Rifle Association 

(NRA). These programs are designed to 

equip future trainers with the knowledge, 

skills, and credentials they need to instruct 

others in firearm safety and usage. Our 

curriculum is all-inclusive, covering 

everything from basic firearm safety to 

advanced shooting techniques. It's a fantastic 

opportunity for anyone looking to share 

their passion for firearms and safety with 

others!



WHAT WE INTEND TO OFFER.



Best In Class Service and Training to Our Community. 
◦ Back in the early '80s, as a young boy I attended the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the Washoe County Regional 

Shooting Facility with my father. This event sparked a lifelong love for not only any and all range time, but more 

specifically, for being at this range. Since its inception, not a year has passed that I haven't visited. Over the years, I 

have witnessed many changes at the range, but also a decline in attendance, and attention to detail(s). 

◦ Now as a grown man, I have used this facility for years to train others. So, when it took a temporary setback with its 

closure, I was more than slightly disheartened.  However, after a meeting with the county and its leadership I saw an 

opportunity to get involved, an opportunity to potentially reinvigorate the place that I so loved as a boy. 

◦ With my deep ties to this community and a vision in my heart, I decided to take action. I firmly believe that with a 

simple yet ambitious set of goals, i.e. exceptional customer service, unique training opportunities, and engaging 

community and industry events, I intended to breathe new life into the facility. 

◦ I took a temporary seasonal position with the county to help keep the door open for our community, then I used 

that opportunity to begin to rebuild the platform that meant so much to me as a boy. 

◦ We have already seen an increase in our customer base, and we have a clear following in the community, our reviews 

on social platforms are showing that our community supports what we are doing, and what it is that we hope to do. 

◦ We have now also opened the doors to other instructors, encouraging them to come back and utilize this one-of-a-

kind Northern Nevada facility. We have hopes to foster a diverse and inclusive environment.  This is a goal to not only 

boost growth but also to infuse energy and excitement into the facility.  And so here I sit, as the boy who once stood 

wide-eyed at the ribbon-cutting ceremony, now leading the charge to revitalize the place I have loved for so many 

years.       

◦ Scott Catron CEO



The Old Image…



The New Image…

◦We're working hard to 

welcome more visitors to 

our park daily. But our top 

priority remains the 

cleanliness, safety, and 

service we provide our 

valued community. We're not 

just increasing numbers, 

we're enhancing 

experiences.



The Old Look…



THE NEW 
LOOK…



Cleanup…

◦ We still have a substantial 

amount of cleanup to do at the 

facility. 

◦ A lot , if not most of this is 

attributed to our user groups. 

◦ We are working currently with 

the county to get this resolved.

◦ It’s better, but we have work to 

do. 



What does that look 
like you ask?



A sampling of Improvements so far.



Targets…

◦We have found a better and 

more robust target system 

that we have had great 

success with . 

◦Targets last longer

◦Targets are stronger

◦Tape sticks better in the 

wind.



NEW FLAG 
POLES TO 

ADD 
WINDAGE 

TO ALL 
PUBLIC 
LINES



◦ In our ongoing 

commitment to enhance 

your experience at our 

outdoor shooting range, 

we've installed a state-of-

the-art outdoor weather 

station. This will enable you 

to check real-time weather 

conditions before your 

visit, ensuring you're always 

prepared for the elements.



PRONE…

◦ We have added large prone pads 

to both the East and West sides 

of the public line. 

◦ These new pads will offer 

comfort and safety to our 

shooters.

◦ Previously there was not a place 

for the community to shoot in a 

prone or kneeling position. (as 

shown)



Community

◦Now we have moved an old 

and broken information 

station that we repaired, 

rekeyed and moved to the 

center of the range 

entrance for our community 

to know what we are doing 

to be successful, and how 

they can be a part of it.



Handicapped Decks

◦We have also added never 

before utilized handicapped 

decks for community 

shooters. 



Community safety… 

New ammo drop off 

center for the county.



Cleanliness…

◦We have added buckets 
behind each station, as 
well as hangers for the 
brooms and squeegees, 
getting them up off the 
ground and preventing 
slip and falls on them as 
well as the brass. 



NEW PAINT ON THE 
TARGET LINE, & 

BUCKETS TO PROVIDE 
WEDGES TO PROTECT 

OUR CURBS. 



SAFETY…



BAIT STATIONS ADDED THROUGHOUT THE FACILITY



Weeds…

◦We have worked to 

eliminate what feels 

like a metric ton of 

weeds.

◦This helps with 

cleanliness and safety 

from fire hazards.



WE HAVE PURCHASED 4 DRAGS AND BUILT ONE.  WE 
NOW HAVE DRUG EVERY INCH OF THE PUBLIC LINE. 



NEW D.G. TO 
REPAIR & RAISE 

THE BERMS



Deck Protection…

◦We have purchased felt to 

attach to the bottom  of the 

awnings. 

◦This will stop the dripping 

condensation, that hits the 

deck and then freezes, 

causing the deck to eat 

away and break. 



New Designated Smoking 
Area.

◦ We added this to wrangle smokers and keep 

them off the line, giving them an area that 

protects them and those on our line from 

flames and ashes that could be detrimental to 

our customer base. 



CLASSROOM  
VESTIBULE 

(FUTURE LOOK)



IF YOU TAKE AWAY JUST ONE THING. 

Let it be this:

PASSION…
We have a passion and a desire to continue this dream and build 

this facility into the best in class range it was originally designed to 

be. And we will do it through our community and the youth that 

continue to shine within our community. 

 We hope that message was clear. 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration.   
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